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Laboratory, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801. U.S.A. 
Abstract---For sequential decision processes, we consider the problem of obtaining the min max strategy 
which minimizes the worst case performance. This is a game against nature, where the controller attempts 
to minimize aspecified cost criterion, while nature attempts to maximize it. It is apparently a folk theorem 
that such a min max strategy can be obtained by means of a dynamic programming like recursiom even 
though we have not seen any general proof of this. applicable to stochastic systems, which does not rely 
on the existence of a saddle point. We prove this theorem, and also examine the precise roles of the strategy 
sets allowed to the minimizer and the maximizer in determining the upper value of the game. 
Improvements in the results for the case of deterministic systems, and generalizations to continuous time 
systems are indicated. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
For simplicity, we shall restrict attention to finite state, finite control systems, where unnecessary 
technical details do not arise. 
Consider a controlled Markov chain with a finite state space {1, 2 . . . . .  I}, and transition 
probabilities 
[P~(u,v):l<,i,j<~I] for O<<,t<~N-l, 
such that for u ~U and v ~ V, 
Prob(x,+l =j[x0 ,  xl . . . . .  x,_ i, x, = i, u0 . . . . .  u ,_ , ,  u, = u, v0 . . . . .  v , _ l ,  v, = v):=P~(u, v). 
Both U and V are assumed finite. We are given a cost cr i ter ion 
N I 
y~ c,(x,, u,, v,) + c,(x,,), 
i 0 
where x, is the state at t ime t, and u,~ U, v,~ V are chosen by the min imizer  and the maximizer ,  
respectively,  at t ime t. 
For  the min imizer  a pol icy is a sequence g = {go, g~ . . . . .  gu t}. Each g, is a funct ion such that 
g~:(x',u' J)w+p,6P(U) 
where,  here and throughout ,  P(A) is the set o f  all probabi l i ty  d istr ibut ions on the set A, 
x'- '=(x0, xl,..., x,) and a similar interpretat ion holds for u'  L. When a min imizer  uses a pol icy g, 
each u, is chosen randomly  accord ing  to the probabi l i ty  d ist r ibut ion p,. Let GR denote  the set of  
all pol icies for the minimizer .  (The subscr ipt  R in GR stands for " randomized" . )  
For  the max imizer  a pol icy is a sequence h = {ho, h~ . . . . .  hu ~ }, where each h, is a mapp ing  such 
that 
h,:(x',u',v' 1)~*q,~P(V). 
Let H~R denote  the class o f  all such policies. (The subscr ipt  D in HDR stands for "de lay"  and is 
used to denote  the fact that the max imizer  can, at each t ime t, base his decis ion on u', and thus 
can "de lay"  choos ing  v, unti l  the max imizer  has a l ready chosen u,.) When a max imizer  uses the 
pol icy h, each v, is chosen accord ing  to the probabi l i ty  d ist r ibut ion q,. 
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When the minimizer and maximizer have chosen policies geGr  and h e Hr~r, the resulting 
expected cost is 
Je.h(i) :=E '~'j' c,(x,, u,, v,) + c~(x~.)l.v 0 = i , 
t ) 
where E.~h[.I -] denotes the conditional expectation under the probabil ity measure induced on 
{x v,u.~ I t' '~' ~} byg  and h. 
Our goal is to determine the value of. 
Y( i ) :=min  max J~.,,(i), 
,g~G R h~HDR 
and also to determine a g*eGr  which attains the minimum above. J ( i )  will be called the uppvr 
value and g* a re#t -max policy. 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
It is also of interest to know whether the minimizer and maximizer can restrict their attention 
to smaller sets of policies than G~ and HDR, and for this reason we consider the following subsets. 
Let Gw, c__ G~ be the set of all policies g = {g~, g~ . . . . .  } where each g, depends only on .v, and is 
moreover a degenerate probabil ity distribution on U, i.e. u, is chosen as 
u, = g, (x , )e  U. 
Similarly, let HMn c_ HDR be the set of policies h = {h~, h~ . . . . .  } such that each h~ is a mapping 
h,:{1,2 . . . . .  I I --+ V. (The subscript MN stands for "Markov ian  nonrandomized".)  For the 
maximizer it is convenient o define two more intermediate sets of policies HDMN and Hr .  Hj~Mn 
is the set of policies h = {ho, h~ . . . . .  } where each h, is a mapping h,:{1,2 . . . . .  I I x U -+ V. When 
such an h is adopted, ~,, is chosen as v, = h,(x,, u,). Clearly HMn c__ HDMN--~ HDR. Also define 
H~ c HDR as the set of all policies h = {h~, h~ . . . .  , hN ~} where each h~ is a function only ot'x,, with 
the interpretation that under such an h, q, = h , (&)6P(V)  determines the probabil ity distribution 
according to which v, is chosen. 
Our main result is the following. 
Theorem I 
Recursively define the functions { Vx, V~. t . . . . .  V~} by the following: 
I/~v(i):=cN(i) for 1 ~<i ~< I. ( la) 
/ 
V, ( i ) :=minmax{c , ( i ,u .v )+ ~ P,~Vt, (j)} for l<~i~l  ( lb) 
u~U ~,eV j -  I 
Then, the following results hold. 
Vo( i )= J ( i )  for 1 ~< ~<I. (2a) 
For each 0 ~< t .G< N - I and I ~< i .G< 1, let u =:g* ' ( i )~  U attain the minimum in (Ih). 
Then g, :={g,Og, i  . . . . .  g,,V I}GGM N is a min-max policy, i.e. 
Je,.~,(i)<~Y(i) for all heHDr  and 1 ~<i-%<1. (2b) 
For each 0 <~ t <.% N-  1, 1 <~ i <. I, u ~ U, let v =:/~,(i, u) attain the inner maximum in (lb). Then 
/*.'={/70,/~t . . . . .  /~.~ ~}~HoMN is an optimal policy for the maximizer, i.e. 
Je.~;(i)>~Y(i) foral l  g~GR and 1 <~i<~l. (2c) 
For each g = [go, gt . . . . .  gu-I}FFGMN, let h(g):={ho..~.o, hJ.e,, . . . .  hx t.x., t}GHMN be defined by 
h,.x, (i):=t~,[i, g,(i)]. (2d) 
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Then, h(g) is an optimal threat for the maximizer against g ~GMN for the minimizeL i.e. 
J~.h~m(i)>/Y(i) for all g~GMN, I <~i<~I. 
min max Jej,(i) = min max Jx.h(i) [= J ( i ) ]  for 1 ~< i ~< I. (2e) 
g~GMN h~HMN REG R hEHDR 
Proof 
Suppose the minimizer uses the policy g*~GMN defined in (2b). Then, the system evolves 
according to the transition probabilities, 
Prob (x,+l =j]x ' ,  u', v ~) = P !,,., [g*(x,), vt]. 
Defining 
rlj(v):=Pij[g*(i ), v I (3) 
dr(i, v ):=c,[i, g*( i), v], (4) 
the problem for the maximizer educes to that of maximizing 
1 E h d, (x , ,  Tit) -[- CN(XN)IX 0 = i Lt=0 
over all /T~HL~., for the system with transition probabilities given by (3). For each 
fi={~o, f i , , . . , ,f i~ ,}~HDRdef ineapo l icyh={h0.  h, , . , . ,hu ,}~HR by 
h,(x',v' I):=~,(x',u',v'-~) with u,:=-g*(x,), for t=0,1  . . . . .  N - I .  
Clearly the system behaves under (g*, h) in the same way as it behaves under (g*, fi), and so, 
['; ] ] E # dr(x,, v,) + CN(Xx)tXo = i = E h d,(x,, v,) + cN(xx)lxo = i . (5) 
t L t =0 
Hence, as long as the minimizer uses g*, the maximizer can do no better by considering policies 
in HDR than he could by restricting attention to policies in HR. Define 
Wo(i).'=max E h d,(x,, v,) + cN(xN)Lxo = i . (6) 
hEHR t 
From standard results on dynamic programming, see Bertsekas [1], we know that this maximum 
can be obtained recursively through {WN, WN_~ . . . . .  W0} which are defined by, 
WN(i) :=cu(i), (7a) 
W,(i):=max{d,(i,v)+~r'i j(v)W,+~(j)},,Ev i : ,  (Tb) 
Moreover, if each i e{l ,  2 . . . . .  I} and t •{0, 1 . . . . .  N -  l}, ~, =:h,(i)  attains the maximum on the 
right-hand side in (7b), then h :={h0, h~ . . . . .  hu L} • HMN is a maximizing policy. 
Hence we know that 
max Jg.h(i)= max Je,.h(i)= max Je..h(i)= Wo(i). (8) 
hE HDR h~ H R tie HMN 
Now we claim that W, = V, for t = 0, !, 2 . . . . .  N - 1. Clearly from (7a) and (la), we see that 
WN---- V,v. Proceeding by induction, suppose that IV,+ ~--- V,+ ~. Then, from (7b), we have 
Wt(i)=max{d,( i ,v)+~r~(v)V,+,( j )}, .Ev J=~ l<~i<~I. 
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However, by utilizing (4) we get 
{ t W,( i )=max c,[i,g*(i),v]+ Po[g, O),v]V,+.(j) . veV /=1 
Since, as defined in (2b), u = :g*( i)  attains the minimum on the right-hand side of  ( lb) for every 
(t, i). it follows that 
W,(i)=miLnmax,.~,~ {c,(i,u,v)+j=,Z P~(u,v)V,+,(j)} l <<.i <.GI. (9) 
Compar ing (9) and (lb), we obtain that V, = IV,, thereby completing the induction. Hence. we have 
shown through (8) that 
max Jx.h(i)= max Jx..h(i)= V0(/) 
hE HDR tie H M N 
Clearly, this implies that 
for l<~i<~I. (10) 
min max Je.,,(i)<~ Vo(i). (11) 
gEG R hEHDR 
Now we will show that we can also reverse the inequality in (1 l). Suppose that the maximizer 
uses the policy /~HDMN defined in (2c). Then the system evolves according to the transition 
probabilities, 
Prob (x, + i = J Ix', u ~, v') = P!,,,/[u,, ft,(x,, u,)]. 
For convenience redefine 
rlj(u):=Pi,[u, •(i, u)]. 
4(i, u ):=G[i, u, I~,(i, u)]. 
and the problem for the minimizer reduces to that of  minimizing 
] E x d~(x,, u,) + CN(XN)IX 0 = i , 
I_t=0 
over all g eG~, for the system with transition probabilities given by (12). 
By standard dynamic programming we know, however, that 
] min E g 4(x,, u,) + CN(Xs)IXo = i = Wo(i), 
gEGR t ) 
where this time { WN, W v t . . . . .  W0} are recursively defined by 
WN(i) :=ON(i) 
W'( i ) :=min{d~( i 'u '+~rb(u)W~+'( J )}  " . ~ c "  j . ,  
Moreover,  if for each t e{0, 1 . . . . .  N - l} and 1 
right-hand side of (14b), then g :={g0, g~ . . . . .  gx 
min Je,~(i)= min Je.~(i)= Wo(i). 
gEGR gEGMN 
Now we claim that W,(i)= V,(i) for 1 ~< i ~< I. 
and (la), we see that Wx = V x. Suppose that IV,+ 
substituting for r~(u) and d~(i, u) from (12), (13) 
(J2) 
(13) 
(14a) 
(14b) 
<~ i <~ L u = gt(i) attains the minimum on the 
I}~GMN is a minimizing policy. Hence 
(15) 
The proof  is by induction. Clearly, from (14a) 
1 = Vt+ I ° Then substituting V~+ 1 for IV,+ t, and 
in (14b), we get 
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Wt(i) = min {ct[i' u' ~t(i' u)] + ~ P~[u' ht(i' u)]Vt+ '(J)) J=, (16) 
However, since as defined in (2c), v =/~(i, u) attains the inner maximum on the right-hand side 
of (lb) for all (i,u.), it follows that 
W,(i)= min max ~c,(i,u,v) ,,,v ( /=~ ~ P~(u,v)V,+~(j)}. (17) 
Comparing (17) and (lb), we see that 1I, = IV,, completing the induction. 
Hence we have proved that 
rain Jg.~(i)= min J~.~(i)= Vo(i) 
g~GR g~GMN 
showing in particular that, 
for l<~i<~I, (18) 
min maxJg.h(i)>~V0(i) for l~<i~<I. (19) 
g~G R hEHDR 
From (11) and (19), (2a) is proved. Moreover (10) proves (2b), while (18) proves (2c). 
To show (2d) we first note as before that for each fixed g ~ GMN, given any fie/-/DR, there exists 
an h ~HR which does as well against g as E, i.e. for every g ~GMh and/Te HDR, there exists h ~ HR 
with Jx.~(i) = J~.h(i), 1 <~ i <~ I. Hence, 
max Jg.~i)= max Jg.h(i) l <<. i <~ l forevery g EGMN. (20) 
~-E HDR hEH R 
Now we can use standard ynamic programming, just as earlier, to show that the maximum on 
the right-hand side of (20) is achieved by h(g)eHMy defined as in (2b). Hence 
max Jg.~(i) = Jg, h(g)(i) 1 <<, i <<, I for every g ~GMN. 
fiCHDR 
This clearly proves (2d). The last result (2e) is a simple consequence of (2d) and (2b). 
Thus the proof of the theorem is completed. [] 
3. DETERMINIST IC  SYSTEMS 
Consider now a system evolving according to 
x,+l = f,(x,, u,, t,,) (21) 
where x, ~ { 1 .. . . .  I ))-, u,e U, v,~ V, and U, V are finite sets. The cost criterion is the same as in the 
previous section. 
This class of systems is easily seen to be a special case of the class of probabilistic systems 
considered in the previous section if one defines 
Pl/[f(i, u, r), u, v] :=l .  
However, for deterministic systems, another class of policies is also of interest for the maximizer. 
Let H0 ~ HDR be the class of all policies h = {h0, hl . . . . .  h~. ~}, where each h~e V. When such an 
h is adopted, the maximizer chooses v,:=h, for each t. (The subscript 0 in H0 stands for 
"open-loop".) 
For the minimizer also, define G N c GR as the set of policies g = {go, gt . . . . .  gu L } where each 
g,:(x', u' i)~.__~ U. 
When such a g is adopted, the minimizer chooses u, = g,(x', u' t) at each time t. (The subscript 
N stands for "nonrandomized".) 
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Note that 
GMN ~-- GN. (22) 
For deterministic systems as in (21), in addition to the results of Theorem 1, we also have the 
following result. 
Theorem 2 
If the system evolves deterministically as in (21), then 
min max J~,h(i) = J ( i )  for 
R~G N h~H 0 
i~<i~<I. 
Proof  
For each fixed g ~ GN, the system evolves according to 
x,+, =f,[x, ,g,(x' ,  u' 1), v,]. 
Hence we have, 
xt + i = st( xt, vt), 
for some functions {So . . . . .  s,~, ~}. Standard dynamic programming for deterministic problems 
shows that 
max J~ h(i) = max Je.h(i) 
hEhDR h~H 0 
i.e. an open-loop policy is optimal. Hence 
max J~.h(i) >1 Vo(i) for every 
h~H 0 
Hence 
for every g~GN. 
g~GN and l~<i~<I.  
min max J~.t( i )=minmaxJe.h( i )>/  Vo(i) for 1 ~<i~<l. 
g~G N h~HDR gEG N h~H 0 
But noting (22) and (2b), the above inequality becomes an equality. D 
Remark 
The fact that the rain-max operations commute in some order, for some information patterns, 
was first pointed out and utilized by Witsenhausen [2] in the context of deterministic sampled linear 
systems. Friedman [3] and Bertsekas and Rhodes [4] also used this commutativity property in the 
context of zero-sum differential games and minimax control of uncertain plants, again for 
deterministic systems and for some special information patterns. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The treatment here can be generalized in a straightforward way to the case of arbitrary state 
and control spaces X, U, V provided only that the min and max in the recursions above are 
attained, and that the resulting policies g*, f~, h(g)  etc., are appropriately measurable. 
For continuous time systems, the notion of a randomized strategy is somewhat more difficult to 
define since randomization is allowed at each time t. So, ignoring randomized strategies and the 
technical difficulties associated with existence and uniqueness of solutions to the system differential 
equation when the right-hand side is not smooth, the results above can be generalized in a 
straightforward manner to show that: 
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rain max Jg, h(x)= min max Je,h(X) 
g~G N h6HDN gEGMN h~HDN 
= min max Jx,h(x) 
gEGN hEHDMN 
= min max J~,h(x) 
gEGMN h~HMN 
=~(x). 
Furthermore, J (x )  is given by the partial differential equation counterpart of the recursions 
(la, Ib). Moreover, a g*aGMN defined as in (2b), and ah~H~MN defined as in (2c), can be shown 
to satisfy, 
max J~.j,(x) = rain J,,~(x) = J (x). 
h~HDN gEG N 
The details are left to the reader. 
It should be noted that the results presented in this paper fail to have counterparts when the 
information patterns of the minimizer and the maximizer are stochastic. 
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